
SECOND QUIZ
You have 15 minutes from the start of class to complete this quiz.  Read the problems with care; work with 
deliberate speed.  Don’t give us more than we ask for.  The usual instructions apply.  Good luck!

Problem 1  (5 points)

Evaluate each of the following expression(s).  (That is, what does DrRacket display in the interactions window 
when you enter the expression(s) in the definitions window and click Run?)  

(a)  ; double:  number  ->  number
 ; Return the input value, times 2
 (define double
   (lambda (n)
     (* 2 n)))

 ; decimate:  number  ->  number
 ; Return 1/10 of the input value
 (define decimate
   (lambda (n)
     (/ n 10)))

 (double 15)  30.  (1/2 point)

 (decimate 500)  50 (1/2 point)

 (+ (decimate (double 50)) (double (decimate 100)))  

   30.  (2 points; partial credit OK if you can figure out a basis for it, e.g. , shown work)

(b)  (-
     (* 5 (+ 1 2 3))
   (/ (/ 100 4) (+ 2 3)))     25 (2 points; partial credit OK as above)

Problem 2  (3 points)

Each of the following statements relates to the video lecture on laptops in the classroom, but each one is inac-
curate, misguided, or wrongheaded in some way.  Please say in a few words what’s wrong with each statement, 
according to the video.  SCORING:  Give credit if what they say is plausible.  Check with me for questionable cases.

(a)  When things get boring or confusing in class, that’s a good time to use your laptop to check your e-mail.

That’s when you should pay MORE attention or ask a question

(b)  It’s a good strategy to copy down, word for word, as much of what the instructor says as possible.

Just getting the words down isn’t too helpful; your notes should process and synthesize.  Also, it takes too long to go over it.

(c)  People work just as effectively when juggling multiple tasks (multi-tasking) as they do when they focus on 
just one task.

Studies show just the opposite; you do as well on multi-tasked tasks as you’d do on those tasks if you were drunk/drugged.
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Problem 3  (12 points)

Students in Molecular Gastronomy 191 complete a term project, a midterm exam, and a final. A student re-
ceives a score of 0 to 100 on each of these items.  The project is worth 45% of the course grade, the midterm 
is worth 20%, and the final is worth 35%.

(a)  (3 points)  Write a contract and a brief purpose statement for the function MG-grade that takes three in-
puts (representing one student’s scores on the project, the midterm, and the final, in that order) and returns 
the student’s overall weighted score in the class (a number between 0 and 100, computed according to the 
weights given above). ; GENERAL SCORING GUIDELINE:  Reasonable partial credit is good, down to 1/2-point resolution.

;; MG-grade:  number(project)  number(midterm)  number(final)  ->  number
;;     [SCORING: 1/2 point for name,  1 point for 3 parameters indicating either number or meaning (or both as above), 1/2 for 
arrow, 1/2 for number (or “score”) as return value 

;; Compute weighted score in class [1/2 point; any brief but accurate description is OK]

(b)  (2 points)  Write two examples/tests of MG-grade in the form of check-expect expressions.

(check-expect (MG-grade 0 0 0) 0)
(check-expect (MG-grade 100 100 100) 100)  ;; [2 points total for tests; pretty much any test is OK; don’t deduct for 
       ;;  minor flaws in check-expect, –1/2 just once if they miscalculate the answer]

(c)  (7 points)  Write the function header and function body for MG-grade (i.e., the entire function defini-
tion).  Use the following defined identifiers in your code:
(define PROJECT-WEIGHT 0.45)     
(define MIDTERM-WEIGHT 0.20)           
(define FINAL-WEIGHT   0.35)

(define MG-grade  
  (lambda (project midterm final)
    (+ (* PROJECT-WEIGHT project) (* MIDTERM-WEIGHT midterm) (* FINAL-WEIGHT final)))) ; or anything equivalent

#|

Scoring for the code [7 points total]

If they tried the MIT style of definition (define MG-grade (lambda (p m f) BODY)):
     1 point -- correct form of define:  (define MG-grade (lambda ANYTHING ))
     2 points -- correct parameter list---three parameter names in parentheses after lambda
If they tried the Indiana style of definition (define (MG-grade p m f) BODY):
     1 point -- correct overall form:  (define (MG-grade ANYTHING) ANYTHING)
     2 points -- also correct parameter list:  (define (MG-grade p m f) ANYTHING)

For the body:
     1 point -- any use of all three parameter names in the body
     1 point -- some attempt at correct math, either (a) an attempt to add three expressions involving either the 
  the three parameters or the three constants (symbolic or numeric), or (b) at least one correct multiplication of
   parameter by the correctly corresponding weight (defined constant or numerical constant)
     1 point -- fully correct arithmetic in the body including use of all defined constants[there may be other ways to do it
   arithmetically than what’s above]
     1 point -- everything else correct in the definition (except mis-counting trailing parentheses at end; 
  we don’t care about that)
No deductions for incorrect upper/lower case, but make a note where the confusion could make a difference (and say there 
could be a deduction for it next time).
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